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QUALITO CRAFT DISTILLERS. SMALL BATCH. BIG HEART.
Rallying behind their motto, “Crafted with pride. Poured with pleasure,” and bolstered by a range of outstanding handmade, hand-bottled products like Grey Hawk Classic Craft Gin, the small batch Qualito Distillery is elevating
standards of craft distilling, not just in South Africa, but around the world.
The Distillery is located in the historic town of Phalaborwa in the Mopani District of South Africa’s Limpopo province.
The name was given to the town by the South Sotho who came to the region while journeying towards the North. They
so liked what they found that they gave it the name Ba-Phalaborwa meaning literally, “better than the South”.
The beauty of the Lowveld, the bright sunshine, the clean air and the proximity to the very best of unspoiled Africa are
beguiling. But now there is even more to savor and enjoy. One sip of Qualito world-class meticulously crafted local
spirits will convince you that the region has much to offer which is indeed better than the South. Here not only do the
Ga Selati and Olifants Rivers come together.
It has become a place for the confluence of much more. Phalaborwa has become a Mecca for artists and craftspeople
from all over the country. This once upon a time mining town and site of antique ironworks has become a crucible
producing exciting examples of a completely new kind of treasure.
A TEAM AS UNIQUE AS THE BLENDS IT CRAFTS.
Twenty years ago, Pierre and Loumarie Raubenheimer began pouring their time and passion into crafting infused
vodkas, whiskey, gin and boutique cocktails of uncompromising character and quality. Born in 1973, Master Distiller
Pierre Raubenheimer graduated from “Tuks,” the University of Pretoria. In his role as a systems specialist at Vodacom
he travelled widely and was able to indulge his growing passion by sampling the best examples of craft distilling wherever he found them. In 2005 he started his own business in Phalabowra and his dedication to the art of fine distilling was
rewarded just one year later with the release to the public of the Distillery’s first fine crafted offerings.
Partner in life and craft, Master Blender Loumarie Raubenheimer, met her husband-to-be while completing her studies at “Tuks”. Since 2005 Loumarie and Pierre have formed the perfect duet with Loumarie enhancing Pierre’s fine
spirits with innovative combinations of traditional and exceptional modern organics.
Every composition needs a conductor and Assistant Distiller Mary Noboza was tailor-made for the role. A hard working mother of four, Mary literally came up from the proverbial “shop floor” to her current key role. Hold up an empty
glass because Mary is currently creating her own brand of beer.The Qualito team has been on a steep learning curve.
In 2013 they introduced Qualito Craft Vodka infused with Litchi, Watermelon and Coffee. These were enthusiastically
received.
Now experience pure Single Grain Heimer Craft Whisky and world-class Grey Hawk Classic Craft Gin which has even
the most exacting connoisseurs raising their glasses in acknowledgment. Splash out on the delicious range of innovative Craft Vodka Infusions and Icy Cool Route 71 Craft Vodka Crush.
WHAT DOES “CRAFT” REALLY MEAN?
Quite simply, craft distilling should be judged by the quality of the finished product. The true artisan takes time to
master skills that will eventually make them a master craftsman. Pierre puts it this way, “A true craftsperson puts a big
part of themselves into what they do. Time. Learning. Creativity. Passion. If I put something special into every bottle,
then people will get something special out.” It’s that simple. Here’s to continuing to be better than the South…and the
North and the East and the West. Cheers.
www.qualito.co.za
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